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Document Recieved from Customer  
Cair Number:  

Date Received: 2013-01-22 15:20:43.617576 
Files Not Recieved: 0



Reciept for battery purchase. Vehicle is still under warranty.
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02/07/13 Dodge issue notes:  VIN: 2B3CL3CG3BH

Called Dodge Corporate

Explained the issue with car:

ABS light 

Battery saver mode message.

Car shut down.

Won't start.

Brakes hard to press down on.

Car went haywire and then nothing ...no start.

Agent stated: Recall related on ABS.

Basic warranty up.

Repairs will need to made. 

Will need to be diagnosis

Road side. 1-800-521-2779

Car towed to Landmark Dodge. Arrival: 11pm

Case# 

Chrysler/Dodge agent working on case stated to fax receipts of rental and repairs. 

Reimbursement inquiry

Rental agreements numbers/Reservations 

02/07-02/10: Dodge Avenger

660681416/24986774-US1

$165.11

02/08/13 Friday

Called Dodge Corporate again.

Gave info about car still not diagnosis 

Agent stated will call to expedite the situation.

Said that will be reimburse for rental... just need to fax in invoice.

02/09/13 Saturday 

Called Landmark Dodge... spoke with Theresa. 

Stated the battery is dead and the cost is $198.00

Shopped around for battery... Autozone was $189.00.

Called Theresa back to go ahead and install new battery.

4:30pm...Theresa called.... she said the issue is the Alternator. Priced at $1100.00  said she will

call Napa on Monday to price alternator there which is half of theirs... price = $500.00 

5:12pm...Calling Corporate to give update ...they are closed.

02/10-02/12: car rental. Dropped off the Avenger and rented a Cruze ($10 cheaper)

660691220/25148626-US6

$152.14

02/11 Monday 

Spoke with Kevin @ Dodge...stated unable to find an aftermarket alternator...my mom told them to

go ahead and repair... my parents came up from Warner Robins to pay the $1095.00 :(



I am very thankful for their help.

This is too much! Car not even 2 years old!
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Document Recieved from Customer  
Cair Number:  

Date Received: 2013-03-26 11:55:08.516688 
Files Not Recieved: 0





Document Recieved from Customer  
Cair Number:  

Date Received: 2013-03-28 13:28:00.391130 
Files Not Recieved: 0
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Document Recieved from Customer  
Cair Number:  

Date Received: 2013-04-03 14:04:51.927882 
Files Not Recieved: 0



This is felipe im sending the recits
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Document Recieved from Customer  
Cair Number:  

Date Received: 2013-05-02 19:02:19.910784 
Files Not Recieved: 0
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Document Recieved from Customer  
Cair Number:  

Date Received: 2013-04-29 16:07:38.197005 
Files Not Recieved: 0
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Document Recieved from Customer  
Cair Number:  

Date Received: 2013-06-05 13:03:21.815600 
Files Not Recieved: 0
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From:  customerassistre@chrysler.com

To:  

Date:  Tue Jun 11 14:43:52 EDT 2013

Subject:  Re: Chrysler Group LLC Customer Assistance

Dear 

Thank you for contacting the Dodge Customer Assistance Center. 

Customer Care is unable to provide diagnostic assistance for vehicle concerns.  Due to the many

variables involved in providing diagnostics for a vehicle we do rely on our dealerships and their

factory provided training to properly diagnose and repair our vehicles as per the Chrysler

authorized manner.  As for your comments regarding vehicle design, these have been

documented to be shared with the product development team.  We would encourage you to bring

these concerns forward to the Service Manager at your dealership who can review the diagnostic

and recommended repairs.  We appreciate the time you took to share this matter with us and feel

this referral will provide the best results for your inquiry.

As a reminder, your vehicle currently has the following recall campaigns open on your vehicle and

should be completed during your service visit.

L28  FRONT EXTERIOR DOOR HANDLES 

M10  ABS/ESC WIRING  

Thanks again for your email.			

Sincerely, 

Steve  

Customer Service Representative 

Dodge Customer Assistance Center

For any future communications related to this email, please refer to the following information: 

REFERENCE NUMBER: 

EMAIL CASE NUMBER:   

REPLY LINK:

http://www.chrysler.com/wccs/brand_forms/us/reply.jsp?trk_ID=KMM8155358V76232L0KM&

Original Message Follows:

------------------------

Recall Information - Dodge Brand Site

Brief Description: 

abs recall

Comments:

I need to know about the recall and whether a technician is trying to make

 me pay for more thatn is needed. A technician by the name of Pauly, refused

 to service my 2011 Charger unless the car's computer was replaced.

 Furthermore he stated that the fix for the recall was based on the

 computer, so that if he performed the fix, then replaced the ecm, that the

 fix would have to be done again. The car was taken in because the ABS light

 came on, then smoke came from under the hood. The tech is claiming that the



 alternator shorted, causing the battery to short and frying the ecm. Should

 there not be fuses in place to prevent this kind of thing from happening?

 your input is greatly appreciated.

 

VIN:

       BH

Mileage:

       42836

Servicing Dealer:

       Viva Dodge Chrysler Jeep

Title:

       Mr.

First Name:

       

Middle Initial:

       

Last Name:

       

Address 1:

       

Address 2:

       .

City:

       San Elizario

State:

       TX

Zip:

       

Email:

       

Work Phone:

     





From:  customerassistre@chrysler.com

To:  

Date:  Tue Jun 11 14:43:52 EDT 2013

Subject:  Re: Chrysler Group LLC Customer Assistance

Dear 

Thank you for contacting the Dodge Customer Assistance Center. 

Customer Care is unable to provide diagnostic assistance for vehicle concerns.  Due to the many

variables involved in providing diagnostics for a vehicle we do rely on our dealerships and their

factory provided training to properly diagnose and repair our vehicles as per the Chrysler

authorized manner.  As for your comments regarding vehicle design, these have been

documented to be shared with the product development team.  We would encourage you to bring

these concerns forward to the Service Manager at your dealership who can review the diagnostic

and recommended repairs.  We appreciate the time you took to share this matter with us and feel

this referral will provide the best results for your inquiry.

As a reminder, your vehicle currently has the following recall campaigns open on your vehicle and

should be completed during your service visit.

L28  FRONT EXTERIOR DOOR HANDLES 

M10  ABS/ESC WIRING  

Thanks again for your email.			

Sincerely, 

Steve  

Customer Service Representative 

Dodge Customer Assistance Center

For any future communications related to this email, please refer to the following information: 

REFERENCE NUMBER: 

EMAIL CASE NUMBER:   

REPLY LINK:

http://www.chrysler.com/wccs/brand_forms/us/reply.jsp?trk_ID=KMM8155358V76232L0KM&

Original Message Follows:

------------------------

Recall Information - Dodge Brand Site

Brief Description: 

abs recall

Comments:

I need to know about the recall and whether a technician is trying to make

 me pay for more thatn is needed. A technician by the name of Pauly, refused

 to service my 2011 Charger unless the car's computer was replaced.

 Furthermore he stated that the fix for the recall was based on the

 computer, so that if he performed the fix, then replaced the ecm, that the

 fix would have to be done again. The car was taken in because the ABS light

 came on, then smoke came from under the hood. The tech is claiming that the



 alternator shorted, causing the battery to short and frying the ecm. Should

 there not be fuses in place to prevent this kind of thing from happening?

 your input is greatly appreciated.
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Document Recieved from Customer  
Cair Number:  

Date Received: 2013-07-05 11:44:30.097633 
Files Not Recieved: 0








